Agile Software Developer Intern

Looking for a great place to work and learn with smart people in an Agile working environment where adapting new technologies is strongly encouraged? Then check out BlueVolt.com

You will work on web and backend development for our flagship e-learning and marketing platform, BlueVolt, as well as work on new products. You will work with a nimble product team on all aspects of software development, including clarifying requirements with customers, planning iterations, slinging SQL, building CSS/HTML, automating tests, configuring servers, and debugging issues.

If you are happy writing code and also enjoy dabbling in UI /UX alongside creative designers and instructional design experts, the BlueVolt team is the place for you.

Skills that we’re looking for or you are willing to learn quickly:
- ASP.NET 3.5+
- C#
- SQL Server 2005+
- test-driven development
- continuous integration
- Windows and IIS administration
- performance optimization
- Comfortable working in an Agile/XP environment
- Thoughtful team player with infectiously positive attitude
- Passionate about product quality
- Penchant for learning new technologies

Bonus points for:
- Experience with Drupal/PHP
- Linux (Ubuntu) administration
- MySQL administration
- Experience developing consumer-oriented products in ASP.NET (C#) with SQL Server
- Experience deploying images and applications on Amazon AWS
- Experience working with Adobe Flash, Photoshop, and other Adobe CS tools
- Wicked sense of humor

Please contact tony.asche@bluevolt.com with your resume if you are interested.